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POTTERS BAR AND DISTRICT SCOUT COUNCIL 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2021 
  

 

To be held at 5th Potters Bar Scout HQ,  
Mutton Lane, EN6 3BW 

 
Monday 13 September 2021 

 

AGENDA 
 
 

1. Chair’s Welcome 

 
2. Apologies 

 
3. Minutes of the 2020 AGM 

 
4. District Treasurer’s Report and approval of Accounts – Roger Moore MBE 

 
5. Approve The District Commissioner’s nomination for District Chair and nominated 

members of the District Executive Committee. 

 
6. Elect the District Secretary and District Treasurer  

 
7. Elect the District Executive Committee 

 
8. Appointment of Account’s Scrutineer 

 
9. Awards and Presentations 

 
10. County Representative – Mark Jefferson, Chair of ACMC. 

 
11. Mayor of Hertsmere - Cllr Anne Swerling 

 
12. Mayor of Welwyn Hatfield – Past Mayor Cllr. Roger Trigg. 

 
13. District Commissioner – Kerry Clark 

 
 

Afterwards refreshments will be served by the District’s Active Support Unit 
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

Held on September 21st 2020 via Zoom 

 

Present    

Deputy Mayor of Hertsmere Cllr Anne Swerling; County Commissioner, Liz Walker; ADC’s; 

Members of the District Executive; Leaders and Friends. 

Apologies  were recorded from District Commissioner for Scouts, Kerry Clark, Jonathan King, 

Val and Malcolm Barrow, Paul Adams. 

 

Due to Covid 19 crisis this AGM was held via Zoom. 

 

1.  The Chairman   

Good evening and a warm welcome to you all. Our first AGM via video conference and my first 
AGM as Chair. We are certainly going through some unprecedented times.  Since joining the 
executive back in March we have not had any face to face meetings and quickly had to learn how 
to communicate via various video channels. Quite a challenge for some of us. Whilst very new to 
the role I am pleased to have the support of many experienced committee members and my 
thanks go to all of them.  I would also like to thank the previous Chair Kate Dace, for compiling 
the annual report. 
 
I am impressed by the number of activities put on for our young people during the year, as 
evidenced by our annual report.  Scouting is about Skills for Life, getting outdoors, empowering 
young people to try new things and work together.   It is great to see our young people doing just 
that, getting outdoors enjoying themselves and learning new skills. Following the lock down in 
March, restrictions were eased in July and a number of risk assessments began to be approved, 
so that small groups of Beavers, Cubs, Scouts and Explorers could meet and enjoy the outdoors.  
 
I see the future will be very much a mix of traditional scouting and many virtual meetings.  Whilst 
virtual meetings do not suit everyone, they can reduce the distances between us.  In one of the 
groups, they have a new member that does not live in the area but can join the meetings via video 
conferencing. We just need to think differently. 
 
I would like to take this opportunity to say a big thank all those volunteer leaders and helpers who 
have given up their time, especially in the last few months, where it has been particularly difficult 
for many. 
 
2. Hertsmere Deputy Mayor, Councillor Anne Swerling 

Cllr Swerling informed us that she was attending, as the Mayor had sadly passed away. This was 
a great shock to everybody who knew her. She was a lovely person and will be sadly missed. 
 

3. Minutes of 2019 AGM 

The 2019 AGM Minutes were approved by Margaret Roper and seconded by Gordon Marshall 

and approved by all present.  
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4. Treasurer’s Report  

Hopefully, you have all seen the accounts in the report that has been sent out together with my 
wise words of explanation. 

 
1. These accounts showing The Potters Bar and District Consolidated Revenue and 

Balance Sheet for the year ending 31st March 2020 have been accepted and approved 
by the Trustees of the Executive committee on the 22nd June, and are the numbers I have 
sent into the Charity Commissioners and will send to County Scouts. To help understand 
these numbers I have shown at the bottom of my report the income, expenditure, and net 
surplus/deficit of the various accounts the District operate. 

 
2.  These consolidated numbers include all District Scout events, as well as the Explorers, 

ASU, Badge and Network accounts. The net revenue account number for the year is a 
deficit of £8,964 compared to a surplus of £9,857 the previous year. 

 
3.  This major change mainly reflects expenditure on two Scout camps and the 2019 World 

Jamboree where we had 4 Scouts participating. We also saw the winding up of the ASU 
and a donation of their final surplus being given to 1st Little Heath & Potters Bar Scouts 
for their building project. Although the overall deficit is a large number it was not that far 
away from the estimate I made when setting the budget and if you add the past two years 
together, as many events ran over this 24 month period, there is a surplus of £893. 

 
4.  The other unusual feature of these accounts is the large creditor/debtor number, of £3,574 

and this reflects the pre-income/pre-expenditure we incurred on 2020 camps which sadly 
have all had to be cancelled for obvious reasons. All expenditure has been recovered or 
moved forward while all deposits from participants has been refunded or held over. Not 
an easy exercise to recover/repay everybody but hopefully nobody has suffered 
financially other than the Treasurer who exhausted his brain and computer to make sure 
the books still balanced after numerous entries and that everyone was happy.   

  
6.  Turning to the Balance Sheet, the District held net assets, which is almost all in cash, of 

£46,842. I have also provided an allocation of these monies held between the various 
accounts. Of this overall reserve number approximately £3,600, held within the General 
account, has come from previous donations and can only be used on improving Potters 
Bar Scouting rather than on any day to day expenditure items while some £5,500 in the 
Explorers’ account results from an anonymous donation last year and this again is for 
helping Explorers rather than day to day expenses.  

 

8.  We are fortunate to be in such a strong position and this will help Kerry to move forward 
positively to regenerate Scouting in Potters Bar in 2021.  

  
9. Finally my thanks to Margaret Ohren custodian of the Badge account, James Sanderson 

for Explorers, and to all Group Treasurers who ease my role. Lastly to Douglas Fussell, 
for carrying out the District Accountant’s report so efficiently again in difficult 
circumstances due to social distancing and giving us another clean bill of health. 

 
10. I will try and answer any questions, but it may be easier this year if you phone or email 

me with any problems. 
11. Thank you once again for your ongoing support. 

Roger Moore MBE. 
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5. Appointment of Accounts’ Scrutineer 

Roger Moore nominated Douglas Fussell as Accounts’ Scrutineer. 

Approved by Meeting 

 

6. District Officials 

Nomination for District Chairman - Laurie Cahill Smith - carried by Meeting 

Nomination for District Treasurer -.Roger Moore - carried by Meeting.  

Nomination for District Secretary - Peter Weaver - carried by Meeting. 

 

7. District Executive Nominations & Elections 

DC Nominated Names 

Bob Stevenson 

Steve Uniacke 

 

Elected Members 

Tom Shirley 

James Sanderson 

Barbara Charlish 

David Holt 

Mike Aston 

Howard Brabrook 

All elected by those present 

 

Ex- Officio 

Gordon Marshall DDC 

Charles Dace DDC 

Jonathan King DNSC 

8. Awards & Presentations 

Due to Kerry's Absence there were no awards and presentations. 

 

 

9. Hertfordshire County Commissioner 

Liz said that due to Zoom she was able to take part in the AGM while still being in France. She 

has been very aware of the challenges over the last few months and we now need to focus on 

the positives. The young people throughout the County are doing amazing things. Risk 
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assessments are coming in daily for Scouts to do things safely. Attended programmes seem a 

long way off for the moment but there is now the opportunity to reboot Scouting. Are there young 

people and Adults we can catch?. Hertfordshire Scouts is in a tricky situation as there has been 

no income for the last six months with the Centres closed so they have had to restructure. It is 

hoped to have the outside spaces in the Centres open in the next few weeks. Good luck to Laurie 

in your new position and do whatever you can to encourage Scouting. Finally thanks for all that 

the District does. 

 

10. Q&A Session 

a)  Risk Assessments. Gordon, Kerry, Charles and Laurie are looking at Risk Assessments. 

 

b)  Chris Brunning asked if the Scout Association is going back from Amber to Red. Liz said 

that any changes will be localised. They can only keep doing the right things. 

 

c)  David King asked what happens if Hertsmere risk is high and Welwyn Hatfield is low. Liz 

said that the risks will be looked at District by District. 

Councillor Swerling said that the Hertsmere numbers are coming down at the moment. 

 

d)  Roger asked if National has set the subscription rate yet. Liz said that there is a proposed 

£6.50 increase but County is hoping their rate will remain unchanged. Numbers will be 

announced in the first week in November. 

 

In conclusion Laurie thanked everybody for all the work they did. 

 

The meeting concluded at 8.40pm 

 

APPENDIX 

Notes from Kerry 

Dear All 

I apologise I could not make the AGM, I found myself confronted with an emergency in the hour 

before and needed some space after to reflect on it. A few days after I'm glad I could have tried 

to help someone in need, with at least some of the skills I learnt in Scouting. 

 

I wanted to share some of the key points I would have added in my speech at the end. 

 

Firstly, thank you all. To say it's been a difficult time is probably an understatement, but to see 

people doing what they safely can to provide some continuing Scouting through this has been 

incredible. 

 

I'm looking forward to seeing you all again whenever the government and more importantly you, 

feel it's safe to. 
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Secondly, these times are a changing! We will see, rightly, a bigger drive to compliance and 

safety. It's a focus we have always had, but now we are forced to document it better should the 

unthinkable happen. We absolutely must have Scouting that is challenging, fun and safe. As 

Groups and the wider District we will support these changes, if you are unsure please just ask.  

 

Thirdly, we must start positioning for when we can get back to normal. Bringing Scouting back will 

help a lot of young people, and possibly we can get more parental help from office workers who 

might not have to be on the train every day. Can we make Scouting something parents want to 

be part of? It's all about energy and fun, seeing young people learn and smile, and developing 

skills they will keep forever.  

 

Finally, a big thanks to Kate Dace for her time as District Chair and putting the report together. I 

want to also thank Laurie for stepping into the position so we can keep functioning in these weird 

times. 

 

I'm attaching a few reports I missed adding to the AGM report. 

 

Kind regards and please stay safe over winter. 

 

Kerry 

DC Potters Bar and District. 

ITEMS MISSING FROM 2020 AGM REPORT 

 

International Report  
 
Following the success of the 24th World Scout Jamboree in the USA in 
the summer of 2019, when three scouts from Potters Bar and District 
attended as participants and I attended as a member of the International 
Service Team, I was looking forward to promoting further international 
events to Potters Bar Scouts.  The Covid-19 pandemic led to the 
postponement of Euro Jam in Poland from the summer of 2020, to the 
summer of 2021.  The 16th World Scout Moot was due to be held in the 
summer of 2021 in Ireland for those involved in Scouting aged 18–25.  It 
has been postponed to the summer of 2022.  I hope to attend as a 
member of the International Service Team which will help to run the event. 
 
The next World Scout Jamboree will be held, if circumstances allow, in South Korea in 2023.  

Potters Bar and District Scouts will have the opportunity to send 
Scouts aged 14 to 18 in 2023 to attend. Others aged over 18 will 
be eligible to apply to apply to be Unit Leaders/Assistant Unit 
Leaders or members of the International Service Team. It is always 
hard work to help run such events but they offer a wonderful 
chance to meet Scouts from around the World.  Please look out for 
further details on the Potters Bar and District Scout website or 
speak to one of the local Scout leaders if you would like to learn 
more about the possibility of applying to go to South Korea in 2023. 

 
Jonathan King 
Potters Bar and District Scout International Advisor. 
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5th Potters Bar Scout Group Annual report 2019-20 

The Group 

The Group is still thriving with large numbers of Beavers, Cubs and Scouts enjoying varied 

activities all year. We still have plenty of Scout Leaders, just enough Beaver Leaders (although 

we need at least one other Leader), and we have now recruited another Cub Leader, Phil Day.  

Also Peter Durrant is now 18 and has turned from a Young Leader to an Assistant Cub Leader. 

John Rowley has taken a step back from the day to day running of Scout Meetings, but is still 

involved with the Group, and we thank him for all his efforts to help run a successful Scout Troop. 

All sections helped at church bazaar and took part in the town Remembrance Day parade. 

Ongoing work has  been carried out on the Scout headquarters last year to keep it up to standard 

and we still have 2 Jays Nursery using the hut every weekday during term time and the income 

we receive is most welcome. 

Many thanks to all the Leaders and the time and effort they put into making the 5th Potters Bar a 

large and successful Group, and all parents who have served on the Executive Committee, and  

helped the Group fundraise at various events during the year. 

Chris Brunning 

Acting Group Scout Leader 

 

Scout Troop. 

Last May the Scouts learned about global warming, repaired and repainted the wooden green 

camp patrol boxes. They were first made in about 1972, now that’s good value and good for the 

environment! Later they brushed up on scouting skills ready for Whitsun camp which was a group 

camp at Tolmers campsite where the Beavers, Cubs and Scouts all camped together. 

In June we held our 80th anniversary camp, this was a family camp also at Tolmers and on 

Saturday afternoon we held a pig roast to which many former members and parents came. 

Summer camp was in the Lake District on a farm on the shores of Ullswater where they went 

canoeing, rock climbing and visited an agricultural show. We attempted an overnight hike but the 

weather was so wet we returned back to our main campsite. 

In the autumn we held an overnight pancake hike, where the ingredients were collected as 

problems were solved en-route. 6 of our older Scouts completed the requirements for the Chief 

Scout’s Gold Award, and they will be presented with their awards soon.  

We entered 3 teams in the County Green Beret Competition in the autumn and managed to finish 

4th, 16th and 56th from 126 competing teams! 

In November we attended the town Remembrance Parade and helped at the KCM Church 

Christmas Bazaar. Two Scouts went with the Cub Leaders to collect the Peacelight from a service 

in Luton and then brought the light into KCM for our own Peacelight service and the light was 

used to light the candles at the Christmas Eve Christingle service. 

In the spring 2020 term we had a visit to the church and learned about the Christian Faith, did 

origami, a night hike, learned items for the navigator’s stage 3 badge and had a cooking evening. 
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Cubs 
We have been very busy in the last few months with Cubs enjoying our hike camp nature trail. 

We have done lots of badge work investing 10 new cubs and welcomed two new Leaders, one of 

whom has been with us for 3 years as a young leader. We have been cooking and produced lots 

of campfire food including cakes cooked in oranges and making our own dough. We attended 

both Family and Group camps. We were also thrilled to win this year’s Shepard Cup and a ready 

steady cook competition as well as coming second with our carnival float celebrating public 

services. We have lots of events meetings and camps planned for this year also. 

Beavers 
Beavers have run their usual activities during the year. 

 

 

Network 
 
Network Scouts in Potters Bar & District got off to a good start with a strong programme of 
meetings in the Autumn of 2019.  Initiatives were taken to contact those aged 18–25 who had 
previously been involved in Scouting in the District and they were invited to join.  Members were 
asked to invite non-Scouting friends along to special events too.  Meetings included a visit to Top 
Golf, a Halloween evening, a board games evening and a meal out at Potty Pancakes. 
 
Once the COVID-19 lockdown hit, the members decided to keep in touch via zoom meetings.  
Through my contacts with County Network and other Districts' Network Scouts in Hertfordshire 
(Mid-Herts, Stevenage, Letchworth and Baldock, Hemel Hempstead), joint zoom meetings were 
set up too.  I ran “Cook along with Jonathan" evenings when I sent out 
recipes in advance and we all cooked together whilst discussing the 
instructions via zoom as we cooked.  The recipes included home-made 
burgers, Katsu curry and white chocolate/banana blondies. Quiz nights on 
various themes were popular and games evenings on zoom were fun and 
included Uno, Guess Who, Monopoly and more. 
 
We have yet to decide how to return to Network Scouting in person. We 
have been particularly sad to miss National Network camps and we hope 
to be able to attend one or more in 2021. 
 
Jonathan King 
Potters Bar and District Network Scout Commissioner  
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DC's words... 

 

I'm humbled and grateful. 

It's been a tough year, possibly the biggest challenge for Scouting around the World ever, but 

where they felt safe, our volunteers have continued to deliver Scouting to young people. 

Truly amazing and inspiring, and all I can say is thank you. 

 

While we have all been seeing major upheaval with our personal and professional  lives, we  have 

seen Scouting suddenly move to online, been shown the value of fresh air outdoors again, divided 

our Scout huts into grids and deep dived into risk assessments.  

In the end, young people have still learnt skills for life through Scouting's values and programme. 

All delivered by people who care enough to give their time and expertise. Because of this we are 

seeing a lot of interest in Scouting again as people reset their lives, maybe readjusting the 

importance they put over some elements. Let's ride the wave up, after we all took the wave down 

in stride, let's be there for young people and deliver safe Scouting, let's be open to bringing more 

adults into help us so we can do more. 

Take care 

Kerry 

 

Network Scouts 
 

Network Scouts in Potters Bar and District were enjoying a varied programme of meetings and 
visits prior to the Covid-19 pandemic.  Initiatives had been taken to contact those aged 18–25 
who had previously been involved in Scouting in the District and they were invited to join.  
Members were asked to invite non-Scouting friends along to special events too.  We currently 
have 12 active members. 
 
Once the COVID-19 lockdowns hit, the members 
decided to keep in touch via Zoom meetings.  
Through my contacts with County Network and other 
Districts' Network Scouts in Hertfordshire (Mid-Herts, 
Stevenage, Letchworth and Baldock, Hemel 
Hempstead), joint Zoom meetings were set up too.  I 
ran “Cook along with Jonathan" evenings when I sent 
out recipes in advance and we all cooked together 
whilst discussing the instructions via zoom as we 
cooked.  The recipes included home-made burgers, 
Katsu curry and white chocolate/banana blondies.  
Quiz nights on various themes were popular and 
games evenings on zoom were fun.  We celebrated a virtual Chinese New Year and challenged 
each other to a hike. 
 
We took part in the successful Digital Monopoly Challenge run by Hertfordshire County Scouts in 
November 2020 which featured digital journeys around the World rather than London! 
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The opportunity was taken to discuss the Queen’s Scout Award (QSA), the Scouts of the World 
Award (SOWA) and the Duke of Edinburgh Award schemes. 
 

We returned to Network Scouting in person in April 2021 and 
met at Tolmers Scout Activity Centre in Cuffley for a 
backwoods cooking evening.  We have also enjoyed meeting 
up for a pedal cars event at Tolmers and a rounders match in 
Potters Bar at the King George V Recreation Ground over the 
summer. 
 
We have been 
particularly sad to miss 
National Network camps 
and we hope to be able to 

attend one or more in 2022.  Hertfordshire County Scouts will 
not be holding the Peak Assault this year and there will not be 
a Chiltern Challenge in March 2022, largely due to lack of 
funding.  In the meantime, we are planning a weekend away 
in the Lake District for our own Network members. 
 
Jonathan King 
Potters Bar and District Network Scout Commissioner  
 

Phoenix Explorers. 

 

Phoenix Explorers have risen to the continual challenges of the last twelve months by focusing 

on more traditional Scouting and working towards D of E awards, many of the Explorers having 

made good progress whilst Scouting was ‘closed’ by taking advantage of flexibilities introduced 

into the D of E programme and remote workshops provided by the Leaders. 

 

Activity-wise, cooking, navigation, hiking, crazy golf, BBQ, 

trampolining, Gold D of E hike and a trip to Alton Towers have all 

featured and the Unit has taken almost every opportunity to meet 

when the relevant rules allowed. We look forward to the beginning 

of the new term, with plenty to be positive about, including increasing 

numbers and a likely camp or two. We would like to thank all of the 

young people for bearing with us whilst things gradually get back to 

normal. 

 

 

See photos at this link: 

https://instagram.com/phoenix_explorer?utm_medium=copy_link 

 

 

 

https://instagram.com/phoenix_explorer?utm_medium=copy_link
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International Report  
 

The 16th World Scout Moot was due to be held in the summer of 2021 
in Ireland for those involved in Scouting aged 18–25 and it had been 
hoped that it could be postponed to 2022  We had one participant from 
Potters Bar and District who was registered to attend.  I had also been 
selected to be a member of the International Service Team which would 
have helped to run the event.  Unfortunately, a joint decision by Scout 
Ireland and the World Organization of the Scout Movement (WOSOM) 
has been made to cancel the Moot due safety issues, the rising cost of 
the event and the vaccine uptake around the World.  The next World 
Scout Moot will be in 2025 in Portugal or Azerbaijan. 

 
The 25th World Scout Jamboree will be held, if circumstances allow, in South Korea in 2023.  It is 
hoped that Potters Bar and District Scouts will have the opportunity to send Scouts aged 14 to 18 
in 2023 to attend.  At the time of writing this report, the number and allocation of places had not 
been announced by the Hertfordshire County Scouts.  Guidance on the cost of a participant 
attending is also awaited but it is clear that fundraising events will form a major pre-event project 
for those selected to attend the Jamboree.  Others aged over 18 
will be eligible to apply to apply to be Unit Leaders/Assistant Unit 
Leaders or members of the International Service Team.  It is 
always hard work to help run such events but they offer a 
wonderful chance to meet Scouts from around the World.  Please 
look out for further details on the Potters Bar and District Scout 
website, the County website or speak to one of the local Scout 
Leaders if you would like to learn more about the possibility of 
applying to go to South Korea in 2023. 
 
The Network Scouts plan to join with Explorers from Potters Bar and District and travel to 
Kandersteg International Scout Center in Switzerland in 2023.  They will also meet Scouts from 
Viernheim, Potters Bar’s twin town in Germany. 
 
Jonathan King 
Potters Bar and District Scout International Advisor. 
 

1st Little Heath & Potters Bar 
 

Beavers 
 
As with most Scout Groups over the last year, 1st LH&PB has had two terms of Zoom meetings. 
Our Colony adapted surprisingly well and we regularly had 12 Beavers online - more if we 
advertised games in advance!  Particularly memorable - for me! - was trying to teach them how 
to tie knots on camera! There were also a number of really enjoyable meetings including 
scavenger hunts, baking with Ladybird, bingo night, Vixen's challenges and a fun packed 
Christmas party online!  I need to thank Vixen & Ladybird for their unending enthusiasm and the 
parents for moderating from the side lines. 
 
We were all very relieved to start our Summer 2021 term. We have been outside practically every 
meeting (not least because we have not got a hut!) and have enjoyed bug hunts, den building, 
geocaching and fitness training in Parkfield Park and Cuffley Woods. We have completed our 
Navigator badge and Health & Fitness and had a memorable tractor ride at Kitts End Farm.  We 
finished the year with our traditional games in the park and I handed out a lot of badges, including 
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one Bronze award - which in the circumstances was particularly pleasing.  There is another 
bronze to be awarded at our Group Camp later this month as the Beaver has moved away but is 
coming back especially for one last camp! 
 
We will send just 2 up to Cubs in September but have 5 new joiners, taking our colony up to a 
very healthy 20. Fingers crossed for good weather in September, whilst we continue to look for a 
temporary residence! 
 
Susan aka Deer  
BSL@ 1st Little Heath & Potters Bar Scout Group 
 

Cubs 
 
Like much of the UK's Scout community, 1st LH & PB Cubs spent some of March and April 2020 
camping alone indoors and outdoors, and banging pots in support of the NHS. Shere Khan(Clara) 
adapted the meeting plan to all Zoom, and we did cooking and ice cream making, egg dropping 
(with padding!), seed planting, star gazing, Diwali celebrations and sign language (great for a 
quiet Zoom meeting!), amongst other things. When we were able to reconvene, we did Halloween 
pumpkins and in mid-December we were able to get together for a night hike which was hugely 
popular and saw a few who weren't so keen on Zoom return, which was great to see. 
 
In early 2021 we asked the Cubs and Scouts what they'd like to do to help or improve their local 
community and they came up with a number of ideas, and voted to put together care packages 
for the needy. We got in contact with Helping Herts Homeless, who helped distribute the care 
packages the Cubs and Scouts prepared for two Hertfordshire charities: 

1. Haven First which has 2 sites in Stevenage and Hitchin and provides accommodation 

and support to people experiencing homelessness.  

2. Resolve in Letchworth helps clients stop the cycle of drug and alcohol misuse which can 

often lead to homelessness.  

The recipients were extremely grateful, and it meant that the Cubs could help out in the community 
even during a further lockdown with an activity of their choice. 

For this year, the Cubs are looking forward to camping, camping, and more camping where we're 

allowed to do so!  And maybe having a hut to call home at some point! 

 

Scouts 
 
Zoom meetings for Scouts were always going to be a challenge!  With most of them having spent 
the whole day online at school, our group found meetings difficult and attendance dropped 
significantly over this time. We did set them a number of challenges to have a go at in their own 
time including cooking, genealogy, science and an expedition, which those that took part enjoyed 
and excelled at. However when we returned to f2f we were really pleased to see most of our 
complement back. We were very grateful to Northaw Scout Group for the use of their hut and had 
a number of meetings there doing knife skills, making lanterns and go-carts. We also went 
geocaching, had a great tractor ride at a nearby farm and a fantastic night kayaking at 
Stanborough Lakes. Some of our group joined the 5th at their summer camp. They had a fantastic 
time and huge thanks to the Leaders for the opportunity. We are looking forward to a busy winter 
term of Scout activities, starting with a Group camp in September! 
 
Susan aka Deer –  
for and on behalf of Skip! 
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2nd Little Heath Air Scouts 
 
Wow, we weren't expecting that! Never have so many people been so creative on Zoom. After 

many months of imaginative online sessions; playing group games, learning to draw cartoons, 

making helicopters, cooking and goodness knows what else, everyone was relieved to be able to 

get back together. Our sections met at Tolmers for the first half term or so. Activities were simple; 

maybe firelighting and games in the woods, or a short activity with lots of free play. Over time, 

badge work was gradually introduced and things started to return to normal. 

 

Beavers  

Beavers are only Beavers for two years, so after 12 months of Lockdown, 

all but four moved on to Cubs!  It didn’t take very long before we were back 

up to a very excitable 15!  We branched out from Tolmers to den building 

in the Great North Wood, pond dipping in Gobions and floating small teddy 

bear crisps on rafts made with twigs and sticks.  

 

We finished off with a small camp — ta daaaaa. Amazing. 6 Beavers, many 

of whom had never slept away, joined us at Gilwell. We were the first 

section to camp there since Lockdown and were the only ones on site. 

What a treat. The Beavers loved it. A huge thank you to everyone who 

made it happen. 

 

Cubs  
The Cubs were super excitable. Lots and lots of time running around, making bat boxes, hiking 

through the woods, and they turned out to be extremely good at air riffling. So much so, we 

finished off with low-impact Paintballing. Huge, huge fun. Our Cub section is now mostly 8 year 

olds as many of the older ones are, or soon will be, moving on to Scouts.  

 

Scouts 
Our Scout section is a very close knit group. Geocaching was a 

wonderful thing to do and provided lots of time to talk, walk and 

mess around. They are all proficient fire-lighters, their pioneering 

skills are growing, and Skip is determined to have a world class 

air rifle champion from our troop! There were many incidents of 

“pinging” and self-isolation amongst this age group but spirits and 

fun were high and Scouting provided some much needed outdoor 

time away from many of the constraints our kids had become 

accustomed to over the preceding months. 

 

Leadership 
Our leadership team is changing. Many of our adults have had life changes or are just ready to 

move on. We are forever grateful for everything they have done for us and our community. But 

parent support is strong — especially in our Beaver section. We’ve had some wonderful and 

consistent help from WFH parents, and hope to rebuild our Leader numbers over the coming 

year. As ever, happy Leaders mean happy kids. With such great help, we continue to make our 

Group as inclusive, fun and rewarding as possible. Never have our Leaders been more important 

to the wellbeing and happiness of our children. A heartfelt thank-you to everyone. I know how 
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much thought and effort you all put in. I count you as some of my close friends and am forever 

amazed and grateful for all that you do. 

 

Paul Adams 

GSL 

4th Potters Bar 

Cubs 
Between March 2020 & March 2021 the 4th Potters Bar Cubs had no formal meetings. In April 

2021, with restrictions beginning to be lifted, we sought the generosity of Wroxham School and 

were able to restart our meetings using their playing field. With the weather being mostly on our 

side we managed to hold all our summer meetings here or at other outdoor sites. 

 

Due to the social distancing restrictions on indoor activities, the unpredictability of the British 

weather, and our lack of leaders, we split the pack into two, with each half attending on alternate 

weeks. 

 

With our new start we planted sunflower seeds on our first week making compostable pots from 

newspaper to plant them in. The following sessions were held at Gobions Wood, where we made 

some natural artwork with some hammer 

printing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We then turned to some camping skills, cooking damper bread, learning how-to put-up tents and 

lighting fires over the next few weeks.  

 

Finally, for the last two weeks, we got the whole pack back together, investing 13 new cubs and 

playing rounders. For our final week we resurrected our traditional wellie walk. Despite the fact 

that we were unable to hold the event in 2020, the Cubs still seemed to thoroughly enjoy getting 

soaking wet in the brook!! 
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At the beginning of this term, it 

was questionable whether the 

Cubs at the 4th would be able to 

restart due to our extreme lack of 

Leaders. We had a big 

recruitment drive, using 

Facebook and trying to 

encourage parents to help. 

Along with Katy Roberts and 

Sally Gallo, who returned to 

assist, we managed to gain a few 

new volunteers, who we hope 

will return next term. We are not 

out of the woods yet, but things 

are looking more promising. 

 

It has been an extremely tough 

time for everyone over this past 

18months, and I would like to thank all of our parents for their patience, support and understanding 

over this time.  

 

Sarah Munn 

Akela 4th Potters Bar 

 

5th Potters Bar Scout Group 

The Group 
2020 was a difficult year for everyone to say the least, including Scouting! After two months of 

normal activities, came the Covid lockdown! No meetings till September (then only for half a term 

and outdoors), no Church parades, St Georges Day Parade or Remembrance Parade, and worst 

of all, no camping! 

Nevertheless, the Group is still thriving with plenty of Beavers, Cubs and Scouts despite losing a 

few along the way during the lockdown. We have managed to retain most of our Leaders too, 

except for James Purton, the Beaver Leader, who moved away to Bedfordshire, and we thank 

him for running the Beavers over the past few years. Thankfully Halimah Hussain took over from 

James in September, with Rachel Walsh as her Assistant, and we wish them all the best with the 

Beavers.  John Rowley, who took a step back from the day to day running of Scout Meetings, is 

still involved with the Group, when needed, and we thank him for all his efforts to help run a 

successful Scout Troop.  

We still have 2 Jays Nursery using the hut every weekday during term time and the income we 

receive is most welcome. 

Many thanks to all the Leaders, and the time and effort they put into making the 5th Potters Bar a 

large and successful Group. Thanks to all the parents who have served on the Executive 

Committee, and we cannot wait for face to face meetings to resume in April 2021! 

Chris Brunning,   

Acting Group Scout Leader 
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Scouts 

We have 26 Scouts still members of the Troop and we are fortunate to retain most of our Scouts 

from before the lockdown.  

Following the Covid lockdown in March 2020, with all meetings cancelled and all camping 

cancelled, our Summer term consisted of Zoom meetings only. We did manage to create a 

lockdown video, taking advantage of the good weather. If you didn’t see the video, those that took 

part, were well and truly soaked with water! 

From September we were allowed face to face meetings, outdoors only, with a maximum of 15 

Scouts and as we had a large number, we split the Troop into two groups at separate venues. 

Scouts were locked down again in November, and so we have been holding Zoom meetings ever 

since.   

Before the lockdown in 

March 2020, 7 Scouts 

managed to gain the Chief 

Scout’s Gold Award, the 

highest achievement in 

Scouts, but were not 

presented with the Award 

and had already moved up 

to Explorers. A further 3 

Scouts completed the 

Award in December 2020, 

so in January 2021 we had a 

mass presentation of 10 

Chief Scout’s Gold Awards 

on Zoom! Congratulations to 

all the Scouts who achieved the award. 

 

Cubs 

Despite all the restrictions of the last year our Cubs have still managed to meet regularly either 

via Zoom or for a few meetings face-to- face, the Cubs have been very resilient embracing online 

sessions. Before Christmas we were very lucky to be able to meet outdoors and enjoyed hiking, 

laser tag and Backwoods cooking where we made doughnuts over a campfire with lots of jam 

which were delicious. 

During our Zoom cooking sessions in the recent lock-down we have made pizza, Cake and 

cinnamon buns all in a mug in the microwave which as you might imagine, they have all enjoyed 

a lot, you can see the food theme that’s for sure. We also challenged our Cubs with online quizzes, 

games and activity packs which we used to make Christmas wreaths and advent calendars and 

even manage to fit in some badge work and prize competitions. We are all very much looking 

forward to the new term and getting outdoors again. 

Michele 
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Beavers 

I started the process of taking over leadership form James Purton just before the summer holidays 

in 2020 and over the summer break I started completing more of my leadership training. When 

Beavers restarted in September, I was in a place where I had taken over from James fully and 

was running and planning all of the meetings. We were lucky enough to have a few face-to-face 

meetings before we went into the second national lockdown in October, where we did meetings 

like roasting marshmallows on a fire, Halloween night where we carved pumpkins, and team 

sports games. After we went into the lockdown, we started having online meetings on Zoom, 

which was a completely different experience for me, but also for the Beavers. 

 

I 

wanted to make sure that the meetings we were 

having where still fun and engaging for the 

Beavers. I have reintroduced the badges for the Beavers, as I think that this is a way on engaging 

the Beavers in the activities over Zoom, and a way of being able to do different activities each 

week. We have been making recycled rocket ships, baking cookies, and science experiments 

which have gone towards different badges. I have really enjoyed this experience and can’t wait 

until we are able to get back to face-to-face meetings, and I have got a lot of fun and exciting 

things planned for the Beavers.  

Halimah 
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North Mymms 

As a Group we have managed to have some kind of meeting every week during term time for the 

Cubs and Beavers. The Leaders have gained new skills as how to prepare and run “Zoom” 

meetings without having to have training courses or too much advice from above. Luckily we were 

able to use ideas from other Scout Groups and even contributed some of our own. 

Beavers  

Although the Zoom meetings were not that well attended, we concentrated on games that the 

Beavers could join in with and these were enjoyed. We also managed to have a virtual 

“Investiture” during the first lockdown. Our second lockdown started before Christmas due to a 

Covid outbreak at the local school. Father Christmas could not visit but we did arrange for him to 

make a guest Zoom appearance and the Beavers were able to open a small present that had 

magically appeared on their doorsteps. Luckily, we were able to use our Scout Hut during the 

Autumn and managed to have some “Socially distanced” games and activities. Gobions, a local 

park, was our saviour and apart from having to make sure that other people were not in our 

meeting area we did manage to have a number of meetings there. Thank you also to the Beaver 

parents who have helped at meetings. 

 

Cubs   

Much the same can be said for our Cub pack but the Zoom meetings included a number of 

proficiency badges as well. One that particularly stood out, was when one of Leaders left his home 

and went on a hike entirely navigated by Cubs using a map they could see, and mobile phone 

footage of the route being walked. All went well except that it was raining. How to go on a hike 

and stay dry! Using Gobions also meant that we could do some outdoor activities. We also had a 

hike and cycle ride within North Mymms Park, an area underused but very suitable for our needs. 

 

Scouts  

Sadly after providing activities for the first lockdown and trying to restart last September we have 

had to suspend meetings due to a lack of Scouts and Leaders  

 

My annual report would not be complete without thanking the other Leaders Dan, Daxter, Pip and 

Tom and also young leaders Charles and James when they were available. Also working away 

in the background as Treasurer (and Santa) Robert. I am also pleased to say that since lockdown 

our numbers have increased and we have enlisted two helpers for Beavers  

Thank You. 

Ian Lewington 

Group Scout Leader 
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1stNorthaw 

The Group 
It has been another challenging year (Apr 20-Mar 21) for the Group as Covid-19 struck and the 

lockdowns commenced. 

There were no real activities during the Summer term, except for a number of Zoom meetings for 

the Cubs. Face to face meetings restarted in September but stopped again in November. 

Cubs resumed Zoom meetings January – March 2021. 

Pam continued to run the Beavers with the help of a rota of parent helpers. 

The Cubs have been running with caretaker leaders for over two years now, but the numbers 

have slightly increased  

Leader recruitment came to a full stop during the lockdown, with Mike Aston taking a step back 

from all face to face meetings, although he is still the Acting Chair of the Executive Committee. 

Pam Lannen also stood down as Beaver Leader in March 2021 due to commitments at work, and 

we thank her for all her hard work and commitments over the past few years. 

Luckily for us, two new Beaver parents volunteered to take on the role as Beaver Leader (Michael 

Cartine) and Assistant Beaver Leader (Daniel Ceccaldi), and both started during the Summer 

Term 2021 when face to face meetings resumed. We welcome them both to the Group! 

The Group had few opportunities to fundraise last year, but were fortunate enough to receive 

several grants from Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council to boost its funds. 

The future looks a bit more optimistic for the Group and hopefully we can recruit a new Cub 

Leader. 

Chris Brunning 

Acting GSL 

 

Beavers  

During Summer Term 2020, in the Covid lockdown, Beavers did not 

meet at all - not even Zoom meetings.  

Face to face meetings outside, resumed in September 2021, but again 

had to stop after half term in October/November 2020, due to the next 

lockdown and there was no contact with the Beavers until April 2021. 

In April 2021 Pam Lannen stepped down as Beaver Leader, and 

Michael Cartine and Danyel Ceccaldi took over running Beavers with 

the help of the parents and Chris Brunning. Their numbers are now 15 

Beavers. 
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Cubs 

Although we have no designated Leaders, the Pack has kept going over the last year thanks to 

the support of Chris Brunning and Mike Aston.  Also from April 2021 we have had regular help 

from Fiona Hancock (Assistant Cub Leader, 5th Potters Bar)  

During the Covid lockdown April-July 2020, we 

managed to hold Regular Zoom meetings with 

our 2 Cubs including an Indoor/Outdoor Easter 

Camp sleeping in their own gardens. 

Face to face meetings restarted September 2020 

and our numbers increased to 3, but we only 

managed half a term before lockdown was 

imposed again. We did manage a Cub investiture 

on Zoom in November 2020, and Zoom meetings 

continued until March 2021. A full programme 

was maintained throughout this difficult period 

including litter picking around Northaw. 

In the Summer Term 2021 our Cub numbers crept up to 5! 

 

The Group Executive Committee 

The Committee has continued to meet throughout the uncertain period of lockdowns, mainly on 

Zoom. The opportunity to make improvements to the HQ both interior and exterior and to external 

buildings and grounds was taken and I must thank those members of the committee who gave 

both their time and expertise during the lockdown period. 

Our treasurer, Matthew Lawson, who has guided us through the intricacies of financial grants, 

legal matters and given generous support to the Group, has been awarded the Award for Merit. 

Tom Shirley, a member of the Executive and one of the key members of the original team that 

built the HQ 40 years ago, has been awarded the Silver Wolf by our Chief Scout, Bear Grylls. 

Tom holds a number of roles in Scouting, but most will know him as the organiser of Car Boot 

sales at Elm Court. 

Our congratulations go to Tom and Matthew coupled with thanks to all the members of the 

Executive Committee and to the uniformed leaders, all of whom have kept things going during the 

pandemic. 

Mike Aston 

Executive Chairman 

 

1st Cuffley  
 
Like all Groups, 1st Cuffley met with many challenges during the 2020-21 reporting year but in 
true Scouting spirit, we emerged into the summer term 2021 relatively unscathed.  We are proud 
and amazed at what our volunteer Leaders and supporters have achieved; their tenacity, 
dedication and commitment have seen us through the toughest of times. 
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For much of the year, our meetings were online, only meeting face-to-
face during part of the Autumn term that didn’t see us in lockdown or 
Tier 4. Covid Risk Assessments meant additional work for Section 
Leaders and the Group Executive Committee. Taking temperatures at 
the start of every meeting, using gallons of hand sanitiser and 
reminding children (endlessly) to keep a safe distance became the 
‘norm’.  Our membership has remained consistent and Leaders and 
helpers have worked tirelessly to ensure continuity for our members. 
Our Cubs have benefitted from the help of three Young Leaders.  
Joining the team is a new Cub Leader, Natalie, and more recently 
we’ve recruited two parents as Occasional Helpers working with our 
Beaver Colony. 

Our Group Executive Committee also 
moved online so the trusteeship and 
management of the Group and premises 
continued uninterrupted, ensuring we 
had resources to get back together 
safely and finances to sustain the Group 
despite reduced subscriptions and 
fundraising opportunities. 

Our Crew (Group Active Support Unit) 
have continued to help whenever asked, 
both online and face to face and assisted 
with maintenance and projects for the Group.  The erection of our marquees was an inspired 
response to Covid-19 risk demands and provided a much-needed covered area when the weather 
was less kind and the evenings were dark.  

Maintenance of the buildings and grounds has remained a key area of work. The upgrading of 
the camp fire area including new steps for access has been a bonus and all sections have made 
extensive use of it for firelighting, cooking and 
just generally warming up on cold evenings!   

With the Scout Association taking a more robust 
approach towards training and placing demands 
on more of our adult volunteers, many cumulative 
hours have been spent online undertaking the 
Mandatory modules to meet national 
requirements. 

We are starting to plan more activities and getting 
back to some sort of normality. We are ever 
conscious of the needs of our members, both 
adults and youths, but more so when people 
have spent so many hours at home, away from 
their usual social connections, and now may find 
it harder to interact with others and seek to 
rebuild confidence and relationships – we all 
need respect and to be appreciated and we need 
to make it clear to all of our amazing members, 
old and young, how valued and important they 
are. 

This report ends in March 2021 but things have been ever-changing.  Restrictions were imposed 
and lifted (gradually), Scout Association guidance changed with every Government update and 
continual self-isolation still means a fluid approach to meetings as lists of expected attendees are 
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frequently amended. I am pleased to say that meetings took place outdoors for all sections during 
the summer term to limit the risk to adults and young people and this will continue into the Autumn. 
We now await the challenge of a new term and school year with less restrictions and a move 
towards a more normal way of life (whatever that may be). 

Diane Cracknell 
Group Scout Leader 

 

Beavers 

The Beavers had to rethink what Scouting Activities were possible as Lockdown became reality 
and started with the Hertfordshire Scouts weekly Beaver Challenges posted to the Group 
Facebook Page. The Beavers were encouraged to participate and earn points towards badges 
for tasks completed and a number of Beavers completed badges at home such as the Space 

Activity Badge. 

Just prior to Lockdown the Beavers had 
planted pea seeds and taken them home to 
look after. Towards the end of April photos 
arrived showing the plants that were growing 
and in May came the first harvest. 

For the Autumn term, the Beavers were able to 
meet at the Scout Hut but with limited numbers 

and so the Colony split into two groups meeting on alternate weeks. The nights quickly became 
dark and cold so we were very grateful for the wonderful groundworks around the fire pit that had 
been installed over the summer. 

The Beavers have the weekly task of collecting wood for the fire in crates, one for each lodge. 
The damp/wet wood is then stored and used to help start the next fire. As well as keeping 
everyone warm the fires were used for a selection of cooking activities, these being 
marshmallows, S’Mores, cheesy nachos and chocolate bananas. 

Normally, the Beavers would march along the 
road with all the other local groups and join in the 
service of Remembrance at the Northaw war 
memorial. This year, the Beavers decorated 
stones with images of poppies and these were in 
the gardens around St Thomas’s Church in 
Northaw. Over the Remembrance period the 
Beavers were asked to visit the war memorial, to 
find their stones and to pay their respects. 

Towards the end of the Autumn term another 

lockdown meant no more meetings for the rest of the year. Beavers returned again to face-to-

face meetings in April 2021 and continued to meet outdoors, had walks in the woods, did more 

outdoor cooking, worked towards Challenge and Activity badges and enjoyed many games. And, 

even after all the problems thrown at us over multiple lockdowns, they managed to retain a strong 

and enthusiastic colony and a very active waiting list. 
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David, our Beaver Leader, is ably supported by ABSL, Joel, who 

arrives early every week to get the fire started! Without him the 

meetings would have been much colder, damper and a lot less fun. 

Cheryl, a parent helper, attends to assist with games and activities 

and the Covid ‘checks’. Our Beaver parents have been so 

supportive and understanding with all the Covid rules and 

regulations with many giving their time to help with meetings to 

ensure we kept within our adult/child ratios and making sure 

everyone stays safe and well. Without all this it simply would not 

have been possible to offer any of our meetings. 

 

Cubs 

The most important fact to appreciate in this very unusual year is 

that not only has the Cub Pack survived, but it has grown in 

strength. Having been thrown into lockdown, the Cub section 

started virtual meetings in May with a very loyal following who 

joined in with enthusiasm.  Some examples of our activities were 

Scavenger hunts, adventure stories, guess the animal, I spy, 

Drawasaurus, battleships and the favourite of all capture the flag 

which was a virtual wide game. 

The Cubs made armpit fudge, origami boomerangs and 

Christmas decorations and were set a variety of challenges. 

Sometimes these were like Taskmaster, but also for example 

counting butterflies or making a picture out of leaves. In addition, 

nine new Cubs were invested!   

At the start of the autumn term, we were allowed to meet face to 

face again, the Cub Pack was divided into two groups meeting 

on alternate weeks with the restricted numbers. They managed 

to practice fire lighting, make plaster casts and do a village quiz 

before being locked down once again. 

At the start of 2021, although virtually again, the Cubs achieved 

the Emergency Aid level 2 badge and Disability Awareness 

badge using Kahoot online and lots more fun and games were 

had. 

As well as these activities several of the Cubs camped out at 

home, cooked meals, made models and completed their 

Personal Challenge Award. Ariane Goacher and Miles Pearson 

achieved their Chief Scout Silver Award. 

Sandra and Dominique, our ACSLs, provided valuable help to 

Jean, Akela, throughout this challenging year encouraging and 

supporting the Cub Pack both online and particularly through 

some very cold and dark nights in the winter term.  The Cubs have been tolerant of the rules and 

very enthusiastic. It wouldn’t be the same without them. 
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Although a strange year, Cubs has gone from strength to strength, increased our numbers, and 

the feeling is they are a stronger, more resilient team.  

Scouts 

The Troop programme had to adapt very quickly with online meetings the norm from April 

whenever in lockdown adding to the burden for the Scouts and their families who were doing just 

about everything online.  

Camping at home became a thing after the District Easter Camp – some members carried on for 

weeks! The Troop had its first online investitures, scavenger hunts, Taskmaster evenings, mug 

cake cooking and challenges such as learning sign language, how to juggle (not simultaneously!) 

and cooking a family meal. Creative activities saw 101 things to do with a scout scarf, making a 

woggle, cooking pancakes on top of a bean tin, Christmas tin can lanterns and an Easter cup 

cake making and decorating competition. 

Scout skills included observational tests, first aid practice and navigation featuring What3Words, 

online Ordnance Survey map puzzles and, using google maps and street view, a virtual Monopoly 

Run and local route planning showing points of interest. Virtual meetings provided a chance to 

cover stages of the Digital Citizen and Digital Maker badges with a camp fire in a Minecraft world, 

the Scouts’ own computer game creations and some escape rooms plus lots of online games 

opportunities. 

Scouts were encouraged to get outside (at home) and there was a bridge building challenge using 

materials found at home and the Great Garden Marble Run to make the longest, most innovative 

and creative run possible. 

The Patrol Leaders and APLs had some online meetings 

working on team leadership and instruction and were tasked 

with teaching the other scouts a skill which included knot tying 

and origami.   

When allowed, meetings were outside mostly at the Scout Hut. 

There were firelighting and cooking sessions, more bridge 

building activities and trebuchet building. Several local hikes 

were undertaken including a penny hike and our annual chip 

survey visiting local takeaways.  

Scouts are thriving in Cuffley thanks to the leaders, Paul, Pam, Kate and Diane and long may it 

continue!  This year has been tough but here’s to the next year – all offline! 

 

CUFFLEY ESU 

With an injection of older Scouts and a couple of new to Scouting members joining our ranks, the 

Cuffley Explorer Unit was well positioned to run outdoor meetings during the late summer and 

early autumn of 2020.  
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Eight members took a Young Drivers Course at 

Lakeside, Essex just prior to the second set of 

stay-at-home lockdown rules and from then on 

meetings moved to online until the end of this 

reporting year. During that time, the unit played out 

a detailed game of Dungeons 

and Dragons; baked Swiss 

Rolls in response to online 

instructions - these were 

collected from their homes and 

delivered to an independent 

panel of judges; competed in a 

Christmas Quiz; learned to cook Soufflé, Pancakes; participated in online bell 

ringing and celebrated the Chinese New Year. 

 

A fair amount done, but lots more 

Scouting to do! 

Special thanks to Peter Cracknell, 

Alison Hockett, Adam Richards, 

Steve Rowsell and many members of 

the Crew for guiding and supporting 

the unit through a very difficult set of 

circumstances.  

 

 

 

Notes from the Treasurer for 2020-21 

 

The next two pages show the Consolidated Revenue Account and the Balance Sheet for 

Potters Bar Scouts for the year to 31st March 2021, and these will be submitted to County 

and the Charity Commissioners in due course. However, to be more helpful I have again 

set out below the numbers for the various sub-accounts we operate within Potters Bar 

Scouts and this year I have shown the income and expenditure (although some of these 

are themselves net numbers) that go within creating the net amounts for each account.  

Despite virtually no District Scouting activities due to the pandemic the Consolidated 

Revenue Account shows the District incurred a surplus of £5,015 compared to a deficit of 

£5,256 in 2019/20. This was despite lots of refunds having to be made due to cancelled 

events and was helped by receipt of £4,461 grant from the German Scouts re the 2019 

Town twinning camp. Other than the 2020 subscriptions coming in from the 406 Scouts 

registered on our books and regular income flowing in from Phoenix Explorers standing 

orders little other income accrued. Likewise, expenditure was limited to refunds, 

insurance, and ongoing general expenses. 
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The Badge account made a deficit of £72 but this was due to a 10% write down of stock 
which was thought appropriate given what the current pandemic may do to levels of future 
Scouting. Once again, our thanks go to Margaret Ohren for running this account so 

efficiently. 
 
County decided that the subscription payment for 2021/22 had to made earlier this year 

and be paid by the 31st March 2021 (in past years this was not paid till the first day of the 

new Scout year ie 1st April).  Therefore, I have taken the subscriptions collected in March 

2021 as a pre-receipt and included them in the creditors/debtors’ line in the balance sheet. 

Also, that line contains £415 Explorers income from a camp cancelled in 2020 and turned 

into a day trip in May 2021 and a £225 prepay for a District Cubs camp cancelled.  

 

 After allowing for the above transactions the Balance Sheet at the year-end showed 

Potters Bar Scouts had net assets of £51,088. The largest individual account was 

Explorers at £14,001 but this does include a £5,500 (originally £6,000) external donation 

made in 2019. The International account at £13,192 all arises from surplus funds raised 

over the years and leaves the account well placed to support the next Jamboree in South 

Korea in 2023. The General account stood at £6,223, of which £3,600 results from 

previous year’s external donations and which must spend on capital items and not on 

Scout running expenses. The balance of the net assets is spread amongst the other six 

accounts as set out in the consolidated balance sheet and all should ensure that the 

different sections within Scouting can continue to flourish. 

 

For the current year the General Account is again likely to produce a deficit on declining 

numbers within Scouting, (we only had 306 Scouts on the books at the 1st April 2021 

subscription date) but Scouts finances remain very sound to ensure that Potters Bar 

Scouts can thrive for many years to come and hopefully grow in strength, and more 

importantly, in numbers as activities resume.  

 

My thanks as always go to Margaret Ohren for the Shop account and to all Group 

Treasurers who ease my role. Thanks also go to James Sanderson for organising Phoenix 

Explorers. 

 

Finally, thanks go yet again to Douglas Fussell for again carrying out the Independent 

Examiner’s Report so efficiently despite social distancing requirements and for giving 

Potters Bar Scouts yet again an unqualified report. 

 

One of the requirements of the Charity Commissioners is that the District should have a 

Reserves policy. For Potters Bar Scouts this is difficult to clarify in detail due to the uneven 

nature of income/expenditure particularly in the International Account and the Town 

Twinning camps. Also, the Covid pandemic had a major impact on revenues.  However, 

excluding any donations, I believe Potters Bar Scouts has an adequate, but not an 

excessive level of Reserves to cope with likely expenditure and possibly help to some 
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Groups through difficult times. I and the Executive committee will continue to monitor this 

situation on an ongoing basis.   

 

Roger Moore MBE. 
Hon District Treasurer                                                                                                         10th June 2021  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Surplus / (Deficit) of Individual Accounts for year to 31st March 2021 

 
Account Income £ Expenditure £ Net £ 

General Fund 1,263 545 718 

International 150 nil 150 

Town Twinning 

camps 

4,589 1,055 3,534 

Badge  1,310 1,382 (72) 

Training 14 151 (137) 

Explorers 2,166 2,113 53 

Rent Nil Nil Nil 

DC Activity Nil Nil Nil 

Network Nil Nil Nil 

 9,492 5,246 4,246 
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Potters Bar & District Scouts  
        

 Consolidated Revenue Account for the year ended 31st March 2021  

        

 2020 £  Income    £   £    
           1,215  District Explorers (net)                    53.40     

                 50  Donation to IST    nil     

                 33  
International Account 
(net)                 150.00     

          (7,701) 
Town Twinning camps ( 
net)              3,534.38     

                 72  Interest                    14.03     
                 13  lottery rebates                   13.52     

           1,047  
Members Subscriptions 
(net)              1,219.50     

                 15  Sections (net)                   30.00     
          (5,256) Total Income            5,014.83    

        

 Expenditure      

                 63  AGM Expenditure   nil     

                   1  ASU Donation    nil     

           1,944  ASU Donation    nil     

               298  Badge account (net)                   71.95     

                 58  Carnival    nil     
                 39  DC Account   nil     

               121  District Expenses                 133.05     

               344  Insurance                 339.71     

               100   IST Jamboree donation    nil     

                 32  NetWork account    nil     

               100  St George's day expenses   nil     
               398  Swimming Gala 2019   nil     

               129  
Training/Adult 
recruitment                  151.00     

                 56  Web hosting costs                   72.62     
                 25  Miscellaneous   nil     

           3,708  Total Expenditure               768.33    

          (8,964) Deficit/Surplus for year            4,246.50    
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Potters Bar & District Scouts 
Consolidated Balance Sheet as at 31st March 2021 

2020 £    £  £   

 Accumulated Fund      

          55,806  As at 1st April 2020           46,842.11      

          (8,964) Surplus/(Deficit) for year              4,246.50      

46,842 Total Reserves              51,088.61    

 Represented by:-       

 Current Assets       

          37,315  Current Bank Accounts          39,842.17      

 Credit note for County supplies                  12.38      

          11,806  CCLA Deposit Fund           11,820.42      

                  14  Cash                     38.40      

          49,135                 51,713.37    

            1,282  Badge Stock                  908.25      

          (3,575) Debtors/Creditors            (1,533.01)                (624.76)   

          46,842  Total Assets              51,088.61    

         

2020 £ Allocation of Funds       

            2,070  Badge Account             1,998.33      

            6,223  District Activity Account            6,222.71      

          13,948  Explorers Account           14,001.44      

            6,643  General Account             7,360.11      

          13,042  International Account          13,191.73      

              (556) Town Twinning Account            2,978.76      

            4,911  Rent Account             4,911.13      

               132  NetWork Account                 131.99      

               429  Training/Adult Recruitment Account                292.41      

46,842 Total Reserves              51,088.61    

         

Signed    Signed     

Roger Moore MBE Laurie Cahill-Smith 
Treasurer    Chairman     

Roger Moore MBE   Laurie Cahill-Smith   

         

Independent Examiners Report to Members of Potters Bar & District Scout Council   

I report that I have examined, without carrying out an audit, the books, vouchers and records  

of the Potters Bar & District Scouts and that the receipts and payments and particulars of the  
Assets and Liabilities as at 31st March 2021 are in accordance therewith and I have verified   
 the cash and bank balances.       

         

Signed 

Douglas Fussell FCA   12 July 2021 
Douglas Fussell FCA     Date   
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